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Clipboard Master is a professional application that is able to store the texts, pictures and files copied to the Clipboard in a list. This way, you can save the essential parts of your projects in the easiest way possible. It sports a clean and modern interface that allows users to perform multiple actions on the go. You can access its features from the system tray icon. Once you run the application, you
are allowed to configure the keyboard shortcuts and mouse buttons. It is possible to select the item to be captured by the application, namely text, pictures or files and folders. Moreover, the program provides a dedicated window for storing the user names and passwords that can be easily pasted when surfing the Internet. It is important to mention that for each action you have keyboard shortcuts
that can be reassigned. You can also create screenshots which can be printed or saved to an output location. The screenshots can be saved to the following file formats: PNG, BMP, GIF, JPG and TIFF. The application manages to store all the texts, files and pictures that were copied to the Clipboard; you can paste them in any Windows application. You are allowed to copy multiple items to the
Clipboard and paste them with one key combination. Thanks to its built-in search function, you can quickly find the items that have been saved; keyboard shortcuts are available for filtering the elements. Thus, you can make the program display only text elements, files and folders, URLs or pictures. To sum things up, Clipboard Master proves to be a handy application when it comes to storing

the texts, pictures and files copied to the Clipboard in a list. Thanks to its many useful features and straightforward layout, it appeals to beginners and experts alike. Clipboard Master Screenshots: Key Features: Store multiple items to the Clipboard. Access and edit items on the Clipboard from the system tray icon. Edit the descriptions and meta-data of the items on the Clipboard. Create
screenshots that can be saved to the following file formats: PNG, BMP, GIF, JPG and TIFF. Search for the items on the Clipboard. Transfer items to the Clipboard. Edit the shortcuts to access the items on the Clipboard. You are allowed to copy multiple items to the Clipboard and paste them with one key combination. Paste the items to any application or browser. Create
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Keymacro is an application that simplifies recording and playing back of system macro. The system macro is a series of keystrokes that have been recorded and saved in a specified file. Keymacro is able to record the following: 1) MS Windows keystrokes, 2) MAC keystrokes, 3) Pause keystrokes and 4) Shortcut keystrokes. After the keystrokes are recorded, they can be played back.
KEYMACRO Features: 1) High speed recording of the keystrokes made by the user 2) Very simple user interface 3) Designed to be portable and work on all major Windows PC 4) Ability to record system keystrokes 5) Ability to record short cut keystrokes 6) Ability to record and play back the system menu key 7) Ability to record and play back the computer's "on" key 8) Ability to record
and play back the Windows "Esc" key 9) Ability to record and play back the Windows "Pause" key 10) Ability to record and play back the Windows "Break" key 11) Ability to record and play back the Windows "Print" key 12) Ability to record and play back the Windows "Scroll" key 13) Ability to record and play back the Windows "F1" key 14) Ability to record and play back the Windows
"F2" key 15) Ability to record and play back the Windows "F3" key 16) Ability to record and play back the Windows "F4" key 17) Ability to record and play back the Windows "F5" key 18) Ability to record and play back the Windows "F6" key 19) Ability to record and play back the Windows "F7" key 20) Ability to record and play back the Windows "F8" key 21) Ability to record and play
back the Windows "F9" key 22) Ability to record and play back the Windows "F10" key 23) Ability to record and play back the Windows "F11" key 24) Ability to record and play back the Windows "F12" key 25) Ability to record and play back the Windows "Tab" key 26) Ability to record and play back the Windows "F13" key 27) Ability to record and play back the Windows "F14" key 28)
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Clipboard Master is a professional application that is able to store the texts, pictures and files copied to the Clipboard in a list. This way, you can save the essential parts of your projects in the easiest way possible. It sports a clean and modern interface that allows users to perform multiple actions on the go. You can access its features from the system tray icon. Once you run the application, you
are allowed to configure the keyboard shortcuts and mouse buttons. It is possible to select the item to be captured by the application, namely text, pictures or files and folders. Moreover, the program provides a dedicated window for storing the user names and passwords that can be easily pasted when surfing the Internet. It is important to mention that for each action you have keyboard shortcuts
that can be reassigned. You can also create screenshots which can be printed or saved to an output location. The screenshots can be saved to the following file formats: PNG, BMP, GIF, JPG and TIFF. The application manages to store all the texts, files and pictures that were copied to the Clipboard; you can paste them in any Windows application. You are allowed to copy multiple items to the
Clipboard and paste them with one key combination. Thanks to its built-in search function, you can quickly find the items that have been saved; keyboard shortcuts are available for filtering the elements. Thus, you can make the program display only text elements, files and folders, URLs or pictures. To sum things up, Clipboard Master proves to be a handy application when it comes to storing
the texts, pictures and files copied to the Clipboard in a list. Thanks to its many useful features and straightforward layout, it appeals to beginners and experts alike. Clipboard Master is a professional application that is able to store the texts, pictures and files copied to the Clipboard in a list. This way, you can save the essential parts of your projects in the easiest way possible. It sports a clean and
modern interface that allows users to perform multiple actions on the go. You can access its features from the system tray icon. Once you run the application, you are allowed to configure the keyboard shortcuts and mouse buttons. It is possible to select the item to be captured by the application, namely text, pictures or files and folders. Moreover, the program provides a dedicated window for
storing the user names and passwords that can be easily pasted when surfing the Internet. It is important to

What's New in the?

Clipboard Master is a professional application that is able to store the texts, pictures and files copied to the Clipboard in a list. Features: • - Ability to store the texts, pictures and files copied to the Clipboard in a list - Ability to create screenshots - Ability to copy multiple items to the Clipboard - Ability to paste the items copied to the Clipboard with one key combination - Keyboard shortcuts
and mouse buttons are available for configuring the application - Ability to paste the clipboard contents in Windows applications - Option to use the last clipboard content - Option to start the program from the system tray icon - Ability to access its features from the system tray icon - Option to configure the program from the "Preferences" dialog box - Option to configure keyboard shortcuts
and mouse buttons - Option to create screenshots - Option to save screenshots to the following file formats: PNG, BMP, GIF, JPG and TIFF - Option to capture elements of Windows - Option to create images of Windows - Option to capture the elements of Windows - Option to capture only active windows - Option to capture non-active windows - Option to capture only active windows on
selected monitor - Option to capture only active windows - Option to capture only inactive windows - Option to capture non-active windows - Option to capture non-active windows on selected monitor - Option to capture non-active windows - Option to capture only maximized windows - Option to capture only minimized windows - Option to capture only full screen windows - Option to
capture only window with active title - Option to capture a window with active title and active application - Option to capture a window with active title and active application in specific monitor - Option to capture a window with active title and active application - Option to capture a window with active title and active application in specific monitor - Option to capture a window with active title
and active application - Option to capture only active windows of an application - Option to capture only active windows of an application - Option to capture only inactive windows of an application - Option to capture only inactive windows of an application - Option to capture only maximized windows of an application - Option to capture only maximized windows of an application - Option to
capture only minimized windows of an application - Option to capture only minimized windows of an application - Option to capture only full screen windows of an application - Option to capture only full screen windows of an application - Option to capture only window with active title of an application - Option to capture only window with active title of an application - Option to capture
only window with active application - Option to capture only window with active application in specific monitor - Option to capture only window with active application in specific monitor - Option to capture only non-active windows of an application - Option to capture only non
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System Requirements:

Supported Device: Intel or AMD CPU Compatible operating system: Windows XP or later Graphics card: DirectX 9 or higher Windows Media Player version 9 or higher Internet Explorer version 9 or later Recommended System Requirements: Advertisement: Call of Duty®
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